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P
hotographer Mark Staples

has a soft spot for

Cambridge. He says: “Ever

since moving to East Anglia

from the West Midlands,

Cambridge has always been a place that

I’ve loved to visit to shop and explore its

colleges. Now, as a photographer, there’s

so much to capture; the stunning

architecture, the serenity of the River

Cam, the bustling market place and the

atmospheric cobbled streets. All this is

just a 40 minute drive from where I live.”

His interest in digital photography

began 13 years ago and his love of

capturing the region’s landmarks has led

to the publication of his latest book,

Colours of Suffolk, published by

Halsgrove and on sale now.

“My photography is all about vibrant

colours,” says Mark. “There’s nothing I ‘

A CITY IN FOCUS

Whatever day of the week

you visit Cambridge, the

city centre is bustling with

students, shoppers,

cyclists and tourists from

all over the globe. This

image was taken on a

sunny Sunday afternoon

and features St John’s

College on the left 

Photographer Mark Staples captures Cambridge at its vivid summer best
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I never tire of watching people

punting on the River Cam.

Whether it’s self-hire punts

comedically trying to avoid each

other, or professionally steered

crafts gliding by, it always makes

for a good photograph. This shot

of the iconic Mathematical Bridge

once appeared on the front cover

of Britain, VisitBritain’s magazine

dedicated to promoting the UK as

a tourist destination 

A more serene shot of the city. Punts ready for hire under Silver Street Bridge. The shot

was taken from the Anchor Pub, a popular haunt amongst tourists and students alike that

offers a varied food menu, fine ales and scenic views across the river

‘ enjoy more than travelling around the region

on a sunny day in search of bright, colourful

scenes. I particularly like taking photos of

landscapes where landmarks or architecture are a

prominent feature.”

Although a school teacher by day, Mark has

enjoyed much success as a photographer. His

images have been widely published in local and

national magazines, calendars, postcards and in

tourist guides both here and abroad.  

www.markstaples.co.uk
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Cambridge’s university buildings are amongst the most 

stunning in the country, if not the world. It is always satisfying

to study and capture architectural details, like these above

at the entrance to Gonville and Caius College

Below: A classic view of

Kings College Chapel as

seen from the Backs, the

name given to the area

where many colleges back

onto the River Cam. It is not

hard to understand why

such a view appears in

tourist guides and calendars

as well as postcards. Look

closely and you can see

someone punting in the 

centre of the shot 
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